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The successful industrial career for a scientist will involve communication on many levels. We often underestimate the importance of clear concise and understood communication. We will discuss strategies for improving our verbal, written, and non-verbal communication techniques and how to implement them in the workplace. Examples we will discuss will range from getting that first job, to presenting our data and our work in a professional atmosphere, to socializing in a local city and culture that may be new to us as individuals.

Designed Experiments are a tool for the scientist which use algebra and statistical analysis for problem solving. They are a series of experiments where all of the factors are changed at the same time and responses are measured. The series of tests are analyzed as an entire data set and key statistics are calculated. From the analysis, we are able to determine the statistical significance of various factors studied. From the analysis, linear equations are generated which are useful in interpreting and understanding the results of the experiments. The software used for this demonstration will be Stat-Ease Design Expert. This tool is a very useful tool that was introduced to me when I started my professional career at the Dow Chemical Company.